Frequency-domain methods are used to study the angles of arrival and departure for multivariable root loci. Explicit equations are obtained. 
Introduction
The study of the angles of arrival and departure for multivariable root loci began only recently. It has proceeded using two different approaches: the state-space approach used by Shaked, [31 which involves computationally arduous spectral decompositions of matrices; and the frequency-domain approach used by Postlethwaite [2] , which involves the use of a Newton diagram to obtain a series approximation of the loci near the pole or zero of interest..
In this paper we take the frequency-domain methods of Postlethwaite and develop them further to obtain more detailed results. It is shown that, subject to certain conditions, multivariable root loci depart from poles and arrive at zeros in Butterworth patterns whose orders come from the McMillan indices of the transfer-function matrix G(s) at the pole or zero in question.
Explicit equations for these angles, requiring only the evaluation of polynomials at the pole or zero in question, are obtained, We also define a special class of higher-order poles and zeros for which much simpler equations may be used, These simpler equations turn out to be generalizations of the single-input-single-output (SISO) root locus equations, The problem considered is the standard root locus set-up, in which a system represented by the transfer-function matrix G(s) is placed in a feedback loop with a scalar gain k multiplying all channels. As k varies from zero to infinity, the closed-loop poles vary, and the plot of these variations in the complex plane is the root locus. G(s) is an mxm rational matrix function of the complex variables, and is assumed to have full rank and be strictly proper.
Background
The closed-loop poles are given by the solutions to After obtaining this series approximation to a branch of the root locus, we may then compute its angle from Arg . This is the method used by
Postlethwaite [2] . Although construction of a Newton polygon is not necessary to employ any of the results of this paper, the Newton polygon is the basis for all of the proofs given in the Appendix,
Main Results
In this section we state the main result of this paper.
Definition. Let the Smith-McMillan form of GCs) be diag (() and let p by an nth-order pole, Let k. be the largest integer
i 1 if and only if the following conditions are met:
where WCs) A V(s)U(s) and U(s) are unimodular matrices that trans- 
if and only if the following conditions are met:
where k A 0, m+l= Proofs: See Appendix.
It should be noted that whether or not the conditions (4a) and (7a) hold, the orders of the Butterworth patterns are given by the structure indices as long as conditions (4b) and (7b) or similar conditions (see Appendix) hold.
It is not clear that these conditions hold generically; however, it has been
shown (Byrnes and Stevens [1] ) that a necessary and sufficient condition for the Butterworth pattern orders to be given by the structure indices is for certain matrices arising in the block-diagonalization of Gts) to have simple null structure. This imples that the conditions (4b) and (7b) are generic.
The following example illustrates the application of Theorems 1 and 2. and to obtain C(from A 2 Cs))the third-oTder poles -1 ± j. The structure -sindices for these poles are [2, 1] , and the condition (4b) By symmetry, the angles of departure from the pole -l-j are -61,8°, 118.20, and -33.7°.
Simple Poles and Zeros
For a special class of poles and zeros the angles of arrival and departure may be computed more readily using the following theorems instead of and the root locus branch departs as k 2 Ca ½-order departure).
Proof: See [5] , p.52.
Conclusion
The behavior of the angles of arrival and departure for multivariable root loci has been studied from a frequency-domain point of view, and explicit equations for these angles have been obtained. Simpler equations are available for the case of '"simple" higher-order poles and zeros, and it was noted that these equations are generalizations of the SISO root locus equations for angles of arrival and departure, All of these results depend on some genericity conditions, For first-order poles an equation for the angle of departure was given for a case wherein these conditions are violated. More work needs to be done in clarifying these assumptions, interpreting them, and obtaining equations for angles in cases where these assumptions are violated, 6. References
